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in knickers and shirts or blouses- All the heads are closely
cropped, and for the stranger it is difficult to tell the sex of the
child. The Director believes that this solves the problem of sex
in the school.
The children all looked very happy and well. Fortunately for
me it was the day when the singing-mistress visited. They all
sang and danced for me. The singing, again, was poor; but the
dancing of the boys and of the girls, was beyond praise. Their
bodies were perfectly free and yet under complete control.
Movement flowed and rippled through the whole body. There
was no consciousness of separate limbs; it was a rhythmic
entity. They do traditional and rhythmic dancing.
The school regime differs somewhat from an ordinary school
regime. The lessons are shorter and most of the time is spent
out of doors. Four lessons of thirty-five minutes each are taken
each day. One of these is always out of doors, summer or winter;
it may be reading, story-telling, or mental arithmetic. Much
time is spent in gardening.
The children rise at 7.15 a.m., wash, make beds, and breakfast
at 8.15 a.m,, when they have bread and butter, porridge with
milk, ham or fish. Then follows medical inspection. At 9.5 a,m.
is the first lesson, after which there is a break of ten minutes.
After the second lesson there is an interval of twenty minutes,
all intervals being spent out of doors* At 12 noon, lessons finish
and the children go into the woods for an hour. Dinner, at 1
p.m., consists of three courses: soup; fish or meat, and vege-
tables; and fruit or pudding. From 2 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. is the
" dead hour," when the children sleep out of doors, in winter in
sleeping-bags. After the rest comes an hour's walk in the forest,
followed at 4.80 p.m. by tea, which consists of bread and butter,
dbee$e, an apple or biscuits, and tea. For an hour after 5 p.m.
is club work. This includes physical culture, dancing, singing,
m6delling, embroidery, and other handicrafts in wood and raffia.
I saw some beautiful specimens of work, particularly embroidery.
At *L20 p.m. the children are again in the grounds. Supper is at
** 7 poa.» consisting of hot potatoes and butter, milk, and biscuits.

